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12. Transformational rules "I don't care how you get them," Chomsky is alleged to have said. No doubt1ie added, under his breath, "But I do care that you get them." Just in case there is one who-~ care how, this is a note on my try at the Job in the spring of 19b57 As one of the first (1954) to apply some of the principles of Chomsky's "ordered rules" approach to language description, I may perhaps be pardoned for dreaming that there might be an ordered rules approach to language elicitation.
My informant at the time I made this attempt was Mr. Nguyen Van Thuong, of Central Viet Nam. I already knew enough Vietnamese to be able to carry on all discussions of what we were doing in that language, but I did not know in advance the conclusions described on the following pages. Explanation of actor-action-goal constan·ts. In eliciting batteries of sentences I did not always gize an English battery as an example. After Thuong caught on to the battery pattern, which did not take long, all I had to do was give a sample kernel sentence and ask him to give me a similar sentence (not a translation) in Vietnamese, then give all variations which he could think of. T.he result was a battery.
There was one important condition, however. I had to make plain that the actor-action-goal referents must be held constant.
Thus
The The The The dog bit the fox fox was bitten by the dog bite which the dog gave the fox bite which the fox got from the dog All of these were acceptable, but "The fox bit the dog" was not acceptable because the referents had changed. To be sure even a change of referents could be accepted provided it was covered by appropriate rules. I did not feel able to control the variables, however, at this stage of informant work, unless I kept the referents constant. Note that in doing this a person is holding each open class referent constant.
Note that this rule admits "The rat was seen by the cat" as a transformation of "The cat saw the rat" but rejects "The cat was seen by the rat. 11
Other typical paradigm-generating examples:
The man made the box for the boy This tree is taller than that one The friend went a.way 3. Elicitation of questions from statements. Although I mixed questions with statements indiscriminately in my first examples, most of the paradigms which I got in return were sets of statements. Since it proved very natural to ask for a question that would correspond to each statement, I asked Thuong to give me such, which he readily did in most cases. Occ~sionally there was a statement which did not seem to suggest a readily corresponding question.
It soon became quite natural to record the battery of statements down the right side of the page, leaving the left side blank for the corresponding questions.
On one occasion I had asked Thuong to give me some examples of sentences using a pair of words meaning "whenever .
•. then ••• " The result was the following:
Whenever it rains, then everyone is happy. Whenever that cloud passes, then the weather will clear again. Whenever I get money, then I will buy a car. Whenever much is sown, then much is harvested.
Some time later I asked him to give me questions which correspond to those statements. The results are listed below to show the sequence in which they were recorded, but in my original notes each question was written directly to the left of its answer.
If Thoung had no problem in lining up additional illustrations of the same transformations on these models. 6. Constructions from text. In addition to choosing function words and transformations from text on which to crystallize other transformations, I often chose "problem" constructions from text and asked Thuong to give me additional examples. The problems, of course, were always due to my inadequate understanding of a pattern. The examples which Thuong gave contained not only identical structures with various options or substitutions, but also occasionally some authentic rearrangements of the same constituents. No language has exact equivalents for any other language in this area.
In the following tables capital letters represent distinct individuals, V represents a verb translatable as take, bring, carry, quotation marks indicate direct quotations, S represents a verb translatable as say, speak, to indicates direction of action, N.represents an object such as "book".
(1) X S to Y, "X V O to Y" (2) XS to Y, "XV Oto X" (2) dua (lai)/trao gium XO cho X.
(3) trao/dem/dua laci O cho z.
(4) dua/mang O cho z.
(5) mang Odem de dang kia. {6) X di lay O lai.
(7) den lay O cua Z dem/lai/dem lai cho X. {8) den lay o cua Z lai.
(9) den/di lay Odem gium X.
Even better elicitation of transofrmations from situational devices can be achieved by arrangements of books, blocks or chairs.
8. Equivalent strings. Synonyms are most commonly regarded as one-word equivalents. In elicitation a linguist may become so preoccupied with one-to-one equivalence as to overlook synonymy of longer strings, particularly when two strings or a word and a string are not grammatical sames.
From time to time Thuong would give alternate strings as "sames" during the course of an informant session. If these "sames" did not appear to have comparable grammatical structures, there· was a temptation to brush them aside as uninteresting. As phrase or sentence substitutes, however, they constitute an integral part of the total grammatical description. Though I was not, therefore, looking for "long" synonyms, I learned to appreciate and hang on to them when they did show up. Some will ultimately affect the transformational rules. Some examples were:
For "You're welcome" -Not dare sir. Not be anything. Not anything at-all. As negative answers to a question "What happened'?"
No matter something at-all.
No how-come at-all. No happening somel\ing turned out at-all.
II. Notational Devices
There are virtually no innovations in my notations. It is in order to indicate, however, that there may sometimes be a difference in a notation used during an informant session and that chosen for a final description of the same material. Also, some of the notations, while ve-ry conventional, ~ay look a bit different when used over a long string or used in combinatlon~ ~f two or more.
9~ Option. This word and its representation -parentheses -are used here for optional presence. They are not used for optional order (which is discussed under permutation), nor for an option between two or more lexical items, which is discussed under substitution.
In the following sentence, each of the parenthetical items may be included or omitted, individually or together.
"I have been (by Grandfather Ministry Chief of National Education) invited (to go attend party tea day tomorrow). 11
In the next illustration, single prime strokes have been used to indicate that two optional sequences may be included or omitted together, but not separately:
(I)' not-yet ever time (been-able-to eat mango special at-all)'.
10. Permutation. The following notation is simply a modification for typewriter of what is already customary in long-hand usage.
"Older-brother have be-able change/thing table this no?" The invertible components, of course, are change and thing table this.
"By illness which/ grandfather got sick'?" 11. Substitution. Two or more mutually substitutable words have been written in sequence on the line, but separated by slashes. If the substitution is a phrase for a word, the phrase is underlined. If there is no underlining on one side of a slash, the one word immediately adjoining that side is the only included in the substitution.
"Do thus how so/that hear for clarity'? 11 ("that" may be substituted for "so 11 . ) "Grandfather got caught/sick from illness which'?"
("sick from" may be substituted for "caught".)
12. Co-occurrence. Primes-plus-patentheses for cooccurrence-plus-option have already been illustrated in paragraph 9. Co-occurrence without option can also be marked by primes, but parentheses would be ambiguous. Primes-plus-underling therefore, for more-than-one-word sequence~ were elected.
"'The.-more' you drink the 'thirsti~' you get."
13. Capability formulas. My usage in capability formulas follows essentially that of Thomas and Bankercapital letters for open classes, representative morphs for closed. Thus Nl Aj bang N2 is a formula for the comparative which would be read "Noun 1 adjective as Noun 2". tat ca moi N deu V "every all each Noun together Verb".
14. Transformational rules. I have written these with a comQination of Thomas formulas and Chomsky arrows.
bao lau S'? ~ T S in which S means sentence and T means time e~ession. Translation: How long S? ~TS.
